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North Atlantic Climate: Predictability 
of the climate in the North 
Atlantic/European sector related to 
North Atlantic/Arctic sea surface 
temperature and sea ice variability 
and change 
 
In October 2011 a new proposal was 
submitted to the European Commission 
responding to a two-stage-evaluation 
call. In the first stage, 37 projects were 
evaluated, and only 16 were invited to 
submit an enhanced proposal in the 
second stage. 8 of these were positively 
considered and were subsequently 
invited to negotiate with the European 
Commission. NACLIM is one of them.  
 
Project acronym: NACLIM 
Funding scheme: 7th Framework 
programme, Theme 6 Environment 
(including climate change) 
Total cost: 11,046,614.27 € 
EC contribution: 8,598,407.00€ 
Start date and end date: November 
2012-January 2017 (51 months 
duration) 
Consortium: 19 partners from 10 
European countries 
Coordination: University of Hamburg, 
Detlef Quadfasel (project coordinator) 
and Chiara Bearzotti (project manager) 
http://naclim.zmaw.de 
 
 

 
Figure 1-NACLIM logo 
 
 
 

Issue being investigated  

The North Atlantic Ocean is one of the 
most important drivers for the global 
ocean circulation and its variability on 
time scales beyond inter-annual. Global 
climate variability is to a large extent 
triggered by changes in the North 
Atlantic sea surface state. The quality 
and skill of climate predictions depends 
crucially on a good knowledge of the 
northern sea surface temperatures 
(SST) and sea ice distributions. On a 
regional scale, these parameters 
strongly impact on weather and climate 
in Europe, determining precipitation 
patterns and strengths, as well as 
changes in temperature and wind 
patterns. Knowledge of these factors, 
and of their development in the years to 
come, is of paramount importance for 
society and key economic sectors, 
which have to base their planning and 
decisions on robust climate information. 
NACLIM will contribute to this goal.  
 
Project objectives 

NACLIM aims at investigating and 
quantifying the predictability on 
interannual to decadal time scales of the 
climate in the North Atlantic/European 
sector related to North Atlantic/Arctic 
Ocean surface state (SST and sea ice) 
variability and change. NACLIM will 
partly build on the multi-model decadal 
prediction experiments currently 
performed by a number of leading 
European and worldwide research 
institutions as part of the Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 
(CMIP5). Rather than running climate 
forecasts within the project, we will 
analyze the CMIP5 predictions and 
critically assess their quality for the 
near-future stage of atmospheric and 
oceanic quantities.  

A specific technical objective is the 
construction of a dataset for sea surface 
and sea ice surface temperatures in the 
Arctic 

http://naclim.zmaw.de/


 
Methodology 
In order to assess the forecast skill, as 
well as to verify and initialize model-
based climate predictions, long-term 
observations of relevant ocean 
parameters are necessary. Within 
NACLIM we will analyze and extend 
proven measurement programmes 
established in earlier EU activities, and 
contribute to filling existing observational 
gaps. Dedicated, process-oriented 
modelling studies in NACLIM will help 
quantifying the effects of the most 
important processes and feedback 
mechanisms in the North Atlantic 
climate system. NACLIM will identify 
those observations that are key to the 
quality of decadal predictions in the 
North Atlantic/European sector and in 
turn optimize the present ocean 
observing system.  
 
In addition to considering the 
predictability of the climate itself, 
NACLIM will demonstrate the use of the 
physical North Atlantic/European climate 
predictions by evaluating their impact on 
two different but highly relevant sectors: 

 oceanic ecosystems and  
 urban climate.  

 

 
 
Figure 2- Food chain and physics 

 
Figure 3- Blue Whiting: Spawning and 
Migration in response to gyre changes 
 

Figure 4-Urban heat islands 
 
Combining the CMIP5 decadal 
prediction experiments with knowledge 
about physical–biological links, NACLIM 
will establish forecasts as well as the 
reliability of these forecasts for case 
studies from the North Atlantic marine 
ecosystem, including commercially 
exploited fish stocks, and will make 
recommendations regarding future 
research requirements necessary to 
achieve reliable forecasts of high trophic 
levels of the oceanic ecosystem. The 
project will downscale the CMIP5 
European climate change predictions to 
the urban scale, using a deterministic 
urban climate model in order to match 
the scale of interest for local 
stakeholders. The resulting high 
resolution urban climate predictions will 
be coupled to relevant socio-economic 
data for a number of European cities in 
order to produce heat risk maps.. The 
latter task will be established by a 
Belgian SME, partner in the NACLIM 
consortium. This SME will also be 
responsible for the dissemination of the 
urban climate risk results to local 



 stakeholders such as city authorities, 
the private sector or the industry. 

Figure 5-Joint dissemination activities 
across NACLIM, EUPORIAS, SPECS 
within the ECOMS initiative 

 
 
Key results and recommendations 
obtained within NACLIM will be 
disseminated to relevant end-users, 
including the climate service community, 
as well as to other international and 
national prediction agencies.  
 
In addition to this, at the end of the 
project (in 2017) we expect to be able 
to:  

 construct a dataset for sea 
surface and sea ice surface 
temperatures in the Arctic.  

  provide recommendations for 
observational and prediction 
systems and for predictions of 
the oceanic ecosystem 

 

 
For this purposes, the NACLIM project 
has been clustered by the European 
Commission with two other 
complementary projects, EUPORIAS 
(lead by British Met Office) and SPECS 
(lead by the Spanish Institut Català de 
Ciències del Clima) under the 
“European initiative for climate 
service observation and modelling” 
(short ECOMS), whose activities are 
fully funded by the European 
Commission. ECOMS will exploit recent 
advances in our understanding and 
ability to forecast climate variability and 
change. It will also work with 
stakeholders to identify opportunities to 
develop new and improved tools to 
extract useful and useable information 
tailored to the needs of specific sectors 
(e.g. Energy, health, water resources, 
food security, forestry, transport, etc.) 

NACLIM project is financed by European 
Commission through the 7th Framework 
Programme for Research, Theme 6 
Environment, Grant Agreement 308299 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Joint dissemination activities will be set 
up in order to maximise the outreach 
and optimise communication reaching 
the final beneficiaries of the project: 
climate service community and relevant 
end-users. 


